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COMMENTATIONES MATHEMATICAE UNIVERSITATIS CABOЫHAS 
18,4 (1977) 
REMARK TO THE CЯARACTERIZATION OF THE SPHERE IN ** 
Karel SVOBODA, Brno 
Abstract: We get an.example of the global character!-
zation of the sphere in S* using the existence of a parallel 
vector field in the normal bundle of a surface. 
Key words: Surface, parallel normal vector field, 
sphere* 
AMS: 53C45 Hef. 2.: 3.934.1 
In [1], p. 62, A. Svec has mentioned one possibility of 
characterizing the sphere among the surfaces in B . In thia 
contribution we give an example of the use of thia idea. 
To give it, we have chosen one theorem, mentioned in II], 
concerning the Weingarten surfaces in B
3
, and translate it 
to the analogous theorem valid for surfaces in E . 
Let M be a surface in the 4-dimeneional Euclidean space 
I . Let the system of open seta 4 ^ 3 cover thia surf ace in 












 8 U C l 1 t n a t T i » v 2 € * ^ » 
•pVjCNCM) where T(M), H(M) is the tangent and normal bund-
le of M, respectively. Then 
(1) dM * ft)1^ • <tf2v2f 
d v l * ^1*2 + ° i v 3 * °lrV dv2 * "^l*! * ^2V3 * ^2*4' 
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•5-wr .- Ai-^tr .•• Có -.V . /lir a — s.\ 7 V -. /•,* * đv3 = - ťUjт^ - < y | v 2 + « з » 4 , đт 4 = 
- <4tз, 
(2) dlW1 » c.i>JA a)* da>jj » *>£ A *>£, 
*>:? + co\ « 0, O3 = a>* = o ( i , j , k « 1,2,3,4) . 
Using the well-known prolongation process , we get the e x i s -
tence of r e a l functions a ^ , ^ ( i s 1 , 2 , 3 ) , oc^, (i^ ( i « 1 ,2 , 
3 ,4) in each L^ such that 
(3 ) co\ « SJ-JG)1 + a2<tf
2, o>2 " • s * * 1 * a 3 6 > 2 » 
^ 1 s b i c ^ 1 + b 2 a > 2 » ° 2 * b 2 0 > 1 * b 3 6 > 2 ^ 
(4) da^ - 2a2<*>! ~
 b l ° 3 s ^ l ^ 1 "** o C2 a > 2» 
2 4. 1 2 
da^ + (a-t - ^ ^ l " b 2 ^ 3 * ^ 2 ^ * *$& • 
d»3 + 2 « 2 ^ i - ^ 3 ^ 3 *
 o C 3 a > 1 + <*4*>2> 
d b l ~ ^ ^ l + • l ^ l * / ^ l ^ 1 "*" /32Ct>2» 
db2 + (bj - b3)<tf
2 + agt^l * / 3 2 C t > 1 + P^2* 
db3 + 2b2<i>| + ^^3 * r^**
1 * / 3 4 t y 2 * 
Let n « xv^ + yV| be a n o n - t r i v i a l , p a r a l l e l normal vec -
tor f i e l d on M (see til). We can choose the f i e l d of ortho-
normal frames <Mj • i > v 2 , v 3 , v 4 ^ * n 8 u c n a w a y t n a < t v 3 a n d n 
are dependent. Thus we have y * 0 and hence dx = 0, x&K = 0 
on My 00 that Q j = 0 and 
k « (â L - - 3 ^ 2 ~ * b l "* b3* a2 ~ ° 
on M. 
Denote as usual 
(5) H « (a x + m3)
Z + (b x + b 3 )
2
f k « a 1 a 3 - af + b ^ -
- > t 
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the mean and Gauss curvature of M respectively, and define 
the functions 
(6) H • ax + a3, H
2 =- bx + bj 
(7) K1 « a ^ - a2, K2 » b ^ - b|. 
Consider another field of orthonormal frames { M; ̂ it^^V^U^ 
such that V3 and n are dependent. Then 
v l * e l c o s ?• TL " * i n^* 2̂» T3 * ^2*3* 
2 2 
v 2 s € 1 ftin?* v i * c o s f • ^2» v4 * *4* e l * e 2 * 1 # 
We have according to £111 
o *> 
*1 s ^2^ a l c o s P + 2 a 2 a i n P c o f l ^ + «3&in 50.] * 
2 2 
1 2
 s - € i € 2 ^ a l " a 3 ^ s i n f cosp + a2(ain rt> - cos q> )1 , 
13 « egfa-iBin p - 2a2*in<j>cos^) + a3Cos <p 3 , 
* - 2 2 
b, » b,cos <b + 2b2din<p cos D̂ + b^sin » , 
°2 * " € 1 ^ D 1 ~ b 3 > * i n ^ c o a f + h2(«in m - cos JD )J } 
°3 » b^sin & - 2b^ain^ cos *> + D3CO8 to 




2 * H2, 
K1 « K1, l 2 « K2. 
Now we are going to prove this 
Theorem, Let M be a surface in E* and d M its boundary. 
Let M satisfy these conditions; 
(i) K> 0 on M; 
(ii) there is a non-zero parallel normal vector field 
in N(M); 
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(iii) there are functions P(x,yi>G(x,y) such that 
(8) F 2 * xP^Fy + y l j > 0 f G
2 + xC^Gy + y G 2 > 0 
f o r each (x ,y) and 
(9) FCH1,*1) = 0 , O f H 2 , ^ ) * 0 
on If; 
(iv) d If consists of umbilical points. 
Then If is a part of a 2-dimensional sphere in I*. 
Proof. We use the method of integral formula based on 
the Stokes theorem. 
On M, consider the 1-form 
t - K i j , - a^) * 2 • (bx - b^) fl2 - •2(oC'l - 0O3) -
- b 2 ( ^ 1 - (1^)2 CJ
1 + Hmx - a 3)« 3 + (^ - b3) £ 3 -
- a2(oc2 - cc4) - b2( (l2 - 0 4) 3 <a
2. 
Using (5) we get by exterior differentiation of 
(10) d* » - C 2J + (H - tt)K - 2*2 -^ XA6J 2 
where 
(11) J * <*2(oc2 - o6^) 4- oc3(oc3 - ocx) + /32((32 - fi^) + 
• /*3<#3 - /3X). 
Now, consider the equations (9). By differentiation of 
these relations we obtain 
(12) PjdH1 + QjdX1 » 0, P2dH
2 + Q2dK? « 0 
where we denoted 
P X « dp/^H
1 , QX =- a p / a K
1 , P 2 * dG/aH
2
f Qg • a V a i c
2 . 
Using ( 4 ) , ( 6 ) and (7) we have 
dH1 • (<*x + ^ J C J
1 + (<y2 • o c 4 ) a )
2 , 
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dH2 * ( fix + fl^co
1 + C/J2 + / 3 4 ) o >
2 , 
dK « ( a i o 6 3 - 2 * 2 * 2 + ^ v - ^ a ) 1 • ^*lo C4 " 2*2 °°3 + 
+ a3oc2)<y f 
dK2 » (b^^ |83 - 2b2 (32 + b 3 ^ o )
1 + (b x / 3 4 - 2b 2 fl3 + 
+ h3ft2)a)
2 
and hence the equat ions (12) y i e l d 
(13) p i ( o C i + °*3> + ^ i ( a i o C 3 " 2 * 2 * 2 + *3 ^ l * ~ 0 , 
P 1 ( o c 2 + oc4) + Q 1 ( a 1 oc 4 - 2 * 2 * 3
 + * 3 o C 2 ) s °» 
P 2 ( / 3 1 + / 3 3 ) + Q 2 ( b 1 ^ 3 - 2 b 2 t 3 2 + b 3 I 3 1 ) = 0 , 
P 2 ( (32 + /3 4 ) + 0 ^ f34 - 2b2 I33 + b 3 fl2) = 0 . 
Let me M be an a r b i t r a r y f ixed poin t of M. Consider t h a t 
the orthonormal frame of M i n the po in t m£M i s chosen in 
such a way t h a t a2 = 0 . Then we can put b 2 = 0 a t meM and 
the equations (13) have a t meM the form 
(P x + fi^Qi)*!
 + ( p i + a i % ^ o c 3 = ° t 
(P-, + * 3 Q x ^ 2 + *P1 + a l Q l * o C 4 = °> 
(P2 + b3Q2) (3X + (P 2 +
 hi<*2) / 3 3 = 0 , 
(P 2 + b3Q2) (l2 + (P 2 + b ^ ) / 3 4 = 0 . 
Thus, t h e r e a re func t ions §5.p G* ( i = 1,2) such t h a t a t me M 
<*! - ?!&! * a ^ ) , oc 3 - - ? 1 ( P l + t3Q1)§ 
« 2 = 6
,
1 (P 1 + a ^ ) , « 4 = - 6']L(P1 + a 3 . j p , 
P i = ? 2 ( P 2 + blQ2>» ft = ~ ? 2 ( P 2 + b 3 Q 2 } ' 
fe - e-2(p2 + b l Q 2 ) , (J4 = - e 2 ( p 2 + b3Q2) 
and hence from (11) 
- 719 -
j » <*| + <*2 + / 3 2 + (J2 + (£>2 + e 2 ) ( p 2 + H 3 ? - ^ + 
+ K^ 2) + (f\ + 6 2 ) ( P 2 + H^gQg + K^f) 
at m£ M. 
The assumption ( i i ) implies k = 0 on M as mentioned, 
i . e . relation (10) has the form 
d t = - [2J + (H - 4K)K J CO1 A a)2. 
Further on, from the condition (iv) it follows that x = 0 
on d M. Thus, the Stokes integral formula yields 
(14) f i 2J + (H - 4K)K ] CO1 A a)2 « f r =- 0. 
*M dM 
As J> 0 at me M because of (i),(iii) and m is arbitrary, we 
have from (14) 
2J + (H - 4K)K * 0 
on M and hence 
H - 4K « ^ - a 3)
2 + ̂  - b 3 )
2 + 4«*| + 4b| = 0. 
Thus any point m M is umbilical; this completes our proof. 
Remark that we proved in fact a more general assertion 
which is obtained from the theorem replacing the assumption 
(iii) by 
(iii') there are functions F^Q.^ - M —* R (i s 1,2) 
such that 
P2 + H 1 ? - ^ + KXQ2 > 0, P| + H2P2Q2 + K̂ QJ; > 0 
and 
P . ^ 1 + Q . ^ 1 « 0, P2dH2 + QgdK2 * 0 
on M . 
In the following, we introduce tnree corollaries imp-
720 -
lied immediately by the proved theorem. 
A 
Corollary 1. Let M be a surface in E satisfying the 
conditions (i),(ii) and (iv) of the theorem. Let further 
1 2 
(iii) H = const , H =- const, on M. 
Then M is a part of a 2-dimensional sphere in E • 
The assertion follows from the theorem by putting 
ptf.K^sH 1 - const., G(H2,K2)sH2 - const.. 
Corollary 2 . Let M be a surface in E* possess ing the 
properties ( i i ) , ( i v ) of the theorem. Let 
( i ) K X > 0 , K2> 0 on M; 
(iii) H = const, , KT == const, (or H =- const., K « 
= const.) on M. 
Then M is a part of a 2-dimensional sphere in E . 
To prove this, it is sufficient to put F(H1,K )«H -
- const., G(H2,K2)»K2 - const, (or FO-^K^wK 1 - const., 
G(H2,K2)a?H2 - const.) in the theorem. 
Corollary 3. Let M be a surface in E* satisfying (ii), 
(iv) of the theorem. Let 
(i) K = const,> 0, KT = const,> 0 on M. 
Then M is a part of a 2-dimensional sphere in E*. 
Let FOH^K^-sK1*- const., G(H2,K2)« K 2 - const.; then 
the assertion follows immediately from the theorem. 
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